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Abstract. The elastic scattering of the 20Ne+16O system has been analyzed with a
phenomenological potential approach within the framework of the optical and coupled-channels
models at ELab=50.0 MeV. The striking feature of the experimental data is the oscillatory
structure at the intermediate angles and a rapid increase at large angles. Optical potentials
have difficulty in describing such structures and predict a fall of experimental data around the
intermediate angles. In order to explain this structure, we have used a deep real potential with
a sum of Woods-Saxon typed surface and volume imaginary potentials. We present that deep
real potential with these imaginary potentials explain the oscillatory structure and backward
rise observed in the elastic scattering data within both models. It should be pointed out that
there is a magnitude problem of the inelastic 2+ data for the deformed 20Ne nucleus that the
standard coupled-channels model is unable to predict correctly.

1. Introduction
The elastic and inelastic scattering of 4N -type nuclei have taken a great deal of interest and have
been amongst the main sources of information about the structure of complex nuclei over the
years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. There have been numerous experimental and theoretical investigations
to understand the structure and reactions of sp-shell and 4N -type α-structured nuclei, and
these investigations for the nuclear reactions have displayed a common unexpected feature near
θCM=180◦ for the elastic and inelastic scattering cross-sections. The scattering of α-particles and
strongly clusterized heavy ions from light nuclei is an example that one can observe a significant
cross section enhancement at backward angles, which in some cases is due to exchange of α-
particles between the interacting nuclei [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

The experimental data for the 20Ne+16O system has been measured by Stock et al. [14]
and it exhibits an oscillatory structure at the intermediate angles and a rapid increase at large
angles. Optical potentials proposed to explain the experimental data have failed to describe the
oscillatory structure at intermediate angles and also the backward rise within the framework of
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the optical model. In a recent study, Yang and Li [15] have investigated the 20Ne+16O system
in the energy range of Ec.m. = 24.5 to 35.5 MeV by using a folding potential based on the
four-α-particle model for the 16O nucleus and the α+16O model for the 20Ne nucleus. They
have obtained a reasonable description of the experimental data for these energies. However,
the physical origin of the observed structure is not yet fully understood [16] and interpreted as
an exchange of α-particle between projectile and target nuclei as Yang and Li [15] underlined.

In this paper, as a part of our further experimental and theoretical research in the future,
we first attempt to explain the elastic scattering data of 20Ne+16O system at 50 MeV by using
a deep real and imaginary potentials within the framework of optical model. It is known that
the inclusion of the excited states of the target nucleus in the coupled-channels calculations may
have a significant effect on the scattering. Therefore, we have also conducted coupled-channels
calculations to observe this effect.

In the next section, we introduce our Optical model and potential parameters to explain the
observed experimental data. Then, we show the results of optical and coupled-channels model
analyzes in Section 3. Our conclusion is given in Section 4.

2. The Model
The standard Optical model with folding model potentials or with similar phenomenological
potentials such as the square of the Woods-Saxon has failed to describe certain aspects of the
experimental data, particularly the oscillatory structure observed in the experimental data and
the description of the inelastic scattering data. Therefore, in the present calculations, we use
a deep real potential with a volume and surface type imaginary potentials [17]. Our total real
potential consists of the nuclear potential, VNuclear, and the Coulomb and centrifugal potentials,
VCoul, VCent respectively

Vtotal(r) = VNuclear(r) + VCoulomb(r) + VCentrifugal(r) (1)

The nuclear potential is assumed to have the square of a Woods-Saxon shape:

VNuclear(r) =
−V0

(1 + exp(r −R)/a)2
. (2)

where V0=740.0 MeV and R=r0(Aa
1/3+AA

1/3) with r0=0.680 fm and a=1.36 fm.
The Coulomb potential [17] due to a charge Zae interacting with a charge ZAe, distributed

uniformly over a sphere of radius Rc, is also added.

VCoulomb(r) =
1

4πϵ◦

ZaZAe
2

r
, r ≥ Rc (3)

=
1

4πϵ◦

ZaZAe
2

2Rc
(3− r2

R2
c

), r < Rc (4)

where Rc=5.76 fm is the Coulomb radius, and Za and ZA denote the charges of the projectile a
and the target nuclei A respectively.

The sum of the nuclear, Coulomb and the centrifugal potentials is shown in Fig. 1 for various
values of the orbital angular momentum. The superposition of the attractive and repulsive
potentials results in the formation of a potential pocket. The width and depth of the pocket
depend on the orbital angular momentum quantum number for a given nuclear potential. This
pocket is very important for the interference of the barrier and internal waves, which creates the
oscillatory structure observed in the cross-section [17].

The imaginary part of the potential was taken as the sum of a Woods-Saxon volume and the
surface potentials:

W (r) = −WV f(r,RV , aV ) + 4WSaSdf(r,RS , aS)/dr (5)
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Figure 1. Interaction potential between 16O and 20Ne for various values of the orbital angular
momentum quantum number, l. The parameters are given in the text.

f(r,R, a) =
1

(1 + exp((r −R)/a))
(6)

with WV =50.0 MeV, rV =0.250, aV =0.120 fm and WS=50.0 MeV, rS=0.610, aS=0.140 fm.
The shape of the imaginary potentials are shown in the inset of Fig. 1 for ELab=50.0 MeV.

The relative significance of the volume and surface components of the imaginary potential is also
studied for this energy. Removing the volume component mainly changes the amplitude of the
cross-section at large angles while removing the surface component increases the cross-sections at
large angles. The effect of the deep real and imaginary potentials can be understood in terms of
the interference between the internal and barrier waves that correspond to a decomposition [17]
of the scattering amplitude into two components, the inner and external waves. The inner wave
comes from the reflection at the inner face of the total real potential pocket and the external
wave comes from the reflection at the outer barrier as the potential pocket is shown in Fig. 1
for the total real potential.

3. The Results
Using the above-described Optical model, we have analyzed the elastic scattering data of the
20Ne+16O system at 50.0 MeV in the laboratory system. The comparisons between experimental
data and the Optical model fits are shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, we have also presented the
prediction of the optical potential of Ref. [14]. As it can be seen from this figure, the optical
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Figure 2. The effect of the two imaginary potentials: Dotted line is the prediction of the
potential of Ref. [14] while dashed line is the result of our deep real potential with the imaginary
potential of Ref. [14]. Solid line is our prediction with deep real potential with the sum of volume
and surface imaginary potentials.

potential describes the experimental data at the forward angles up to 90◦ and then theoretical
prediction falls off and unable to reproduce the oscillatory structure and rises at large angles.
Therefore, we have used a deep real potential with the imaginary potential of Ref. [14] and
it increases the magnitude of the cross-section but it is still unable to produce the oscillatory
structure observed in the experimental data. By using the above-described imaginary potentials
given in the Model section, we have obtained a reasonable agreement with the experimental data
over all angles measured. A good agreement between the experimental data and our prediction
is obtained at the forward angles and the oscillatory structure is reproduced at intermediate and
backward angles.

In order to see the coupling effect on the scattering observables, we have conducted coupled-
channels calculations by deforming the projectile 20Ne to treat its collective excitation explicitly
in the framework of the coupled-channels formalism. It has been assumed that the projectile
20Ne nucleus has a static quadrupole deformation, and that its rotation can be described in the
framework of the collective rotational model. It is therefore taken into account by deforming
the real optical potential in the following way

R(θ, ϕ) = r0
16O1/3 + r0

20Ne1/3 [1 + β2Y20(θ, ϕ)] (7)
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where β2=-0.23 is the deformation parameter of 20Ne [18]. This value should be increased in
order to fit the magnitude for the 2+ data. We have included the first excited state, 2+ (1.78
MeV), of the projectile nucleus 20Ne.

The inclusion of the 2+ excited state has an effect on the elastic scattering fits at intermediate
and large angles. However, this effect is not substantial and can be altered by changing the
parameters of optical potential. Furthermore, the prediction for the 2+ state inelastic data
has a large magnitude problem. In order to get the magnitude right, we have to increase the
deformation parameter enormously. We could not solve this problem but it should be studied
in detail by using the α-cluster structure of 20Ne and 16O as well as by the inclusion of the
α-transfer in the reaction calculations. This has been a long standing problem that a solution
has been proposed by using a second derivative type of coupling potential [1] which should be
applied to this reaction.

4. Summary
We have shown in this paper that the interaction of α-cluster structure type nuclei such as
20Ne+16O system are very sensitive to the shape of the real and imaginary potentials in the
surface region. In this paper, we have first shown that the real potential, responsible to describe
the scattering observables, should be deep enough to provide a pocket in the total potential
for the interference of the external waves, coming from the reflection at the outer barrier and
internal waves, coming from the reflection at the inner face of the total real potential pocket.
Secondly, the imaginary potential should have two components located inside the real potential
as a sum of volume and surface types. Volume one is responsible to account for the flux going
to the inelastic channels as excitation while the surface one is responsible to take into account
α-type cluster exchange occurring at the surface of interaction. Coupled-channels calculations
show an effect on the elastic scattering observables but within the standard coupled-channels
calculations by using the experimental deformation parameters, it is difficult to describe the
excited state data. In particular, the magnitude of the inelastic data is underestimated by a
large factor and without increasing the deformation parameter, the experimental data for the
inelastic scattering cannot be described.
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